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   According to the imperial examination, the Wang’s family in North China which 
was good at confucian classics began to prosper from the beginning of Song Dynasty. 
The family members enjoyed official careers after the jinshi degree. However, 
because of the Jing Kang Calamity, the Wang’s family had to move to South China 
with the royalty of Song and resided in Ming Zhou. In this period, the Wang’s family 
reached its high peak: Wang Ci Wong promoted censor, assistant administration. His 
son, Wang Bo Xiang, titled up to aide censor. As a result, they had a reputation of 
“father-son censors”. But they had totally different experiences. Wang Ci Wong had a 
close relationship with Qin Hui who was controversial in Song dynasty. Besides, he 
had a long time to be an officer outside and got a high position. Wang Bo Xiang, 
compared to his father, spared more time to participate in all kinds of activities in 
Ming Zhou to make the whole family be stable and develop in completely new 
surroundings. Afterwards, on one hand, the Wang’s family didn’t behavior well in the 
imperial examination system. On the other hand, they paid no attention to the fortune 
accumulation, this family declined. 
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